Question Practice with “who”

Partner A: Make questions. Cover the answers (Partner B will check your answers.)

1. ___________________________? They saw Tom.
2. ___________________________? They saw Tom.
3. ___________________________? Joe went home.
4. ___________________________? She met Sam.
5. ___________________________? He talked to Jack.
6. ___________________________? Sara left early.

Partner B: Answers for above questions.

1. Who did they see?  4. Who did she meet?
2. Who saw Tom.  5. Who did he talk to?

Partner B: Make questions. Cover the answers. (Partner A will check your answers.)

1. ___________________________? We asked Peter.
2. ___________________________? Sue had 7 children.
3. ___________________________? He watched the teacher.
4. ___________________________? They studied at Edmonds.
5. ___________________________? We helped Jack.
6. ___________________________? Matt cooked dinner.

Partner A: Answers for above questions.

1. Who did we ask?  4. Who studied at Edmonds?
2. Who had 7 children?  5. Who did we help?
3. Who did he watch?  6. Who cooked dinner?